The Insurrectionary Movement in India

By V. CHABR

The pace of the revolutionary development in India has greatly increased during the last few days. We can almost speak of the beginning of a new turn, of the going over of the masses to insurrectionary action. That which happened in Calcutta was much more than a sharp protest against British imperialism. It was a collision, the first bloody battle between the revolutionary masses and British imperialism. The tenacity, the resoluteness with which the masses, who were repeatedly attacked, again formed their ranks and went over to the counter-attack, is the outstanding characteristic of these street fights in Calcutta. Far from following the slogans of "passive resistance" (or as the newest formulation of Gandhi, issued under the pressure of mass upheaval, is called: "aggressive-passive resistance"), the masses are expressing their indignation at the uninterrupted provocations of the MacDonald government in their own manner.

The struggles are rapidly extending. The whole province of Bengal is actually in revolt. The events in Chittagong (Bengal) where the insurgents inflicted serious losses on the English, and where they also succeeded in spite of all the efforts of the British troops, in holding up all traffic and transport, show the strength of the revolutionaries. The spirit with which the insurgents are inspired is best characterized by the English conservative paper, the "Observer," which compares the present movement with the first wave of revolts and comes to the following conclusion: "There is to be seen a bitter hostility on the part of the crowd towards the English which far exceeds the degree of hatred existing ten years ago."

The extraordinary means to which the British authorities in India are now resorting, the mobilization of troops for the direct fight against the insurgents, show how seriously the situation in India is regarded by the British. The movement is already spreading to the peasant masses, and this by no means in the passive form of boycott, but in active attacks on British troops, in fact one can even speak of the formation of insurgent peasant detachments.

It is thoroughly characteristic that the fiercest fights are taking place precisely in Calcutta, the big proletarian centre; that the working class is playing its role as the advance-guard of the movement and stands in the front ranks of the fight against the "Labor Government" of British imperialism. All hopes of a peaceful settlement with India, now that blood has flowed in the streets of Calcutta, have vanished, and the efforts of the petty-bourgeois elements of the type of Nehru, Gandhi, and Gupta to hold back the movement will likewise be in vain.

The insurrectionary movement in India—which has been provoked by MacDonald—is now being attacked with the sharpest means by MacDonald's police. A state of emergency has been proclaimed over the whole of Bengal. Hundreds of arrests without warrant are taking place. The troops and the police are firing on insurgent workers and peasants; the careful distinction which is being made by the authorities between the advocates of "passive resistance," who are receiving milder treatment, and the "terrorists," against whom all means are ruthlessly employed, plainly shows the determination of the social imperialists before all to crush the revolutionary movement.

The social imperialist labor leaders, and also the Second International, are applauding MacDonald's policy: Lansbury declares that the two men who cherish the best, most noble and honest feelings towards India are Mr. Wedgwood Benn, the Labor Secretary of India, and Lord Irwin—that is to say, the two men who are endeavoring to solve the Indian
question by means of armored cars and bombing planes.

Every day brings fresh news of the development of the revolt in India. In such circumstances it is impossible to overemphasize the importance of active support of the Indian fight for freedom by the European proletariat. Proletarian solidarity in England and in the other imperialist countries, proletarian mass actions for India are the immediate duty of the workers' organizations, and before all of the Communist Parties. The Indian movement is entering on an acute stage. Here it no longer suffices to give good advice, but it is necessary to prove the unity of the revolutionary fight by deeds.

---

**Defend the Meerut Prisoners!**

*By L. Burns*

On March 20, a year ago, the thirty-two Indian proletarian revolutionaries, the leaders of the revolutionary workers' movement of India, were arrested and imprisoned in Meerut. They have been charged by the Anglo-Indian authorities with conspiring "to overthrow the sovereignty of His Majesty the King in British India with a view to the establishment of a Socialist State under the dictatorship of the proletariat and the supreme command of the Communist International."

These men are charged with endeavoring to achieve their aims by organizing a Communist Party, Worker-Peasants Parties and Revolutionary Trade Union Organizations in India with a view to embittering relations between labor and capital, by inciting them to strikes and by publishing papers and using every other means of propaganda and agitation.

Although the Meerut Prisoners were arrested a year ago, their case has only recently been submitted to the High Court where it is now being heard without jurors, despite the continued protests of labor organizations in every part of the world. A lot of "cooked up" evidence is being used at this trial, about 400 witnesses, some coming even from Europe, having been called, among whom there are many provocateurs and spies.

It would be hard to overestimate the significance of the Meerut trial. Like a mirror it reflects the whole political situation in India today; the intensification of the class struggle, the advance of Communist ideas, the progress of the revolutionary workers' movement, the growing role of the working class in the national emancipatory movement, the reactionary policy of MacDonald's imperialist Government, the treachery of the native bourgeoisie, the strengthening united front between the workers of Great Britain and India and many other developments.

The Meerut trial was "framed up" by the British authorities to stem the remarkable development of the labor movement which started in India in 1927.

Ever since that year the whole of India has been swept again and again by mass strikes. During this struggle the Left Revolutionary wing, which had been formed before this time, became crystallized, for the working class trusted it with the leadership of the struggle and it quickly extended its influence among the workers at large. Powerful revolutionary trade unions were beginning to be formed in the country. The working class was beginning to take active part in political life, demanding not only complete independence for India, but the establishment of a Soviet Republic. The revolutionary emancipatory movement, directly it was headed by the workers, began to develop rapidly and become sharper. Brutally exploited by imperialism and the feudal landowners, the Indian peasantry slowly began to raise their heads.